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Abstract 
 
Pena’s method of construction of a synthetic indicator is very sensitive to the order in 
which the constituent variables (whose linear aggregation yields the synthetic indicator) 
are arranged. Due to this, Pena’s method can at present give only an arbitrary synthetic 
indicator whose representativeness is indeterminate and uncertain, especially when the 
number of constituent variables is not very small. This paper uses discrete global 
optimization method based on the Particle Swarms to obtain a heuristically optimal order 
in which the constituent variables can be arranged so as to yield Pena’s synthetic 
indicator that maximizes the minimal absolute (or squared) correlation with its 
constituent variables.   
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I. Introduction: A synthetic indicator (or composite index), Z(n),  is an n-element array that represents a 
multitude of other n-element arrays  (called constituent variables), X(n, m), such that  Z is a mapping  of 
X. In this description, there are two point to note: first that Z represents X or a significant part of 
information content of X is preserved in Z and the second that there is a rule that establishes a 
correspondence between Z and X. Very often, Z is a linear combination of X (such that Z=Xw or 
aggregation of weighted X). Also, on many occasions, the degree of representation is measured by the 
coefficient of correlation, ( , ),jr Z x  between Z and . .jx X∈   
 
There are, indeed, many and varied methods to construct Z from X (Munda & Nardo, 2005; Mishra, 
2007; Mishra, 2009; Mishra, 2010b; Pena, 1977; Somarriba & Pena, 2009). The determination of weights 
(w) could be subjective, extraneous, intrinsic, etc. While subjectively chosen weights are based on 
opinion, impression, etc, the objective weights could be based on extraneous variables, Y (while Y ⊆/ X), 
and intrinsic weights are derived from X itself.  The Human Development Index (HDI), for example, is an 
index that uses subjective weights (supported by the logic of insufficient reason to assign different 
weights to different variables); it is composed of three variables, life expectancy (LE), Educational 
achievement (ED) and per capita income (PCI) each assuming equal (1/3) weight.  The Walsh price index, 
for example, is the weighted sum of the current period prices divided by the weighted sum of the base 
period prices with the geometric average of both period quantities serving as the weighting mechanism 
(or 1/2 1/ 20 0 0[ .( . ) ] / [ .( . ) ].iW it i it i i itP P q q P q q= ∑ ∑  Here 1/ 20( . )i itq q  is used as the weight for the price of  thi
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commodity. Among the methods that derive weights intrinsically (from X itself), the Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) is perhaps most popular. PCA obtains Z=Xw such that 
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∑ . Analogously, one may derive weights by 
maximization of the absolute norm, 
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weights and the synthetic indicators in these manners would not be called PCA, but they run parallel to 
PCA and are often more inclusive than the PCA, which is highly elitist (Mishra, 2007, 2011). 
 
II. Pena’s Distance and Method of Constructing Synthetic Indicators: Pena (1977) proposed a new 
method of construction of synthetic indicators based on his concept of distance (DP2) defined as: 
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where:  1, 2,...,i n= are cases (e.g. countries);  m is the number of constituent variables, X , such that 
; 1, 2,..., ; 1,2,...,ijx X i n j m∈ = = ; ; 1, 2,.., ; 1, 2,...,ij ij rjd x x i n j m= − = = ; r is the reference case; 
jσ  
is the standard deviation of constituent variable j ; 2
, 1,...,1j jR − ; 1j > is the coefficient of 
determination in the regression of jx  over 1, 2 1,...,j jx x x− − . Moreover, 
2
1 0R = (Somarriba & Pena, 2009). 
A synthetic indicator constructed by Pena’s method is claimed to have almost all desirable properties 
(Pena, 1977; Zarazosa, 1996; Somarriba & Pena, 2009; Montero et al., 2010; Garcia et al., 2010; Martína  
&  Fernández, 2011). 
 
However, it has been demonstrated (Mishra, 2012) that an application of Pena’s method of construction 
of synthetic indicators suffers from indeterminacy and arbitrariness. This is because of the fact that the 
weight ( 2
, 1,...,11j j jw R −= − ) obtained by the 
thj  (standardized) constituent variable, /ij jd σ , depends on its 
position in the order or the value of j .   Thus, if there are 10 constituent variables, they can be arranged 
in 10-factorial ways and we will have 3628.8 thousand possible synthetic indicators (differing from each 
other). For 25 constituent variables we may construct about 1.55112E25 synthetic indicators. From such 
a large number of indicators, it is impossible to choose the one that represents the constituent variables 
best. As a result, Pena’s method as applied today is arbitrary and considering such a synthetic indicator 
better than those constructed by other methods is a matter of unfounded belief (Mishra, 2012). 
III. The Objective of this Paper: Choosing the best representative Pena’s synthetic indicator while the 
number of constituent variables is not very small hinges on computing the synthetic indicators for every 
permutation or the order in which the variables enter in the formula (eq. 1). Clearly, this is a practically 
impossible task if one goes by constructing the indicator for every permutation of constituent variables 
and choosing the best (yet undefined) from among them. Therefore, we must find out a method which 
can be applied to obtain the best (or near-best) synthetic indicator in practice. This can be achieved by 
optimization of Pena’s indicator on some acceptable criterion. This paper is an attempt in the same 
direction. 
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IV. The Criterion of choosing the Best Synthetic Indicator: As it has been pointed out earlier, the PCA 
criterion of ‘best’ is maximization of the Euclidean norm of the coefficients of correlation between the 
synthetic indicator and the constituent variables ( or, in practice, maximization of 2
1
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m
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j
r Z x
=
∑ .  As a 
consequence, PCA-based synthetic indicators ignore (or assign marginal weights to) those constituent 
variables that correlate poorly to the leading (elite) variables. On the contrary, the choice of the 
Chebyshev norm (or Minkowsky’s ( )pL → −∞  norm) yields maximin solution, that maximizes the minimum 
(absolute) correlation, min(| ( , ) |).jr Z x . This criterion yields most inclusive synthetic indicator that assigns 
suitable weight to weakly correlated variables also. Therefore, we propose in favour of choosing the 
criterion as maximization of the Chebyshev ( )pL → −∞  norm.  
 
V. The Method of Optimization: Maximization of min(| ( , ) |)jr Z x is not amenable to the traditional 
methods of optimization, especially in view of that fact that in Z=Xw, the weights, ( 2
, 1,...,11j j jw R −= − ),  
depend on the order in which the constituent variables enter into the formula. This poses a 
combinatorial problem. It has been found that the methods of global optimization, such as the genetic 
algorithms (Holland, 1975; Wikipedia: Genetic Algorithm), the discrete particle swarm, the taboo search 
(Glover, 1989, 1990) and the ant colony algorithm (Dorigo, 1992) are appropriate and effective. 
 
In this paper, we have chosen the discrete particle swarm method of global optimization for meeting the 
objective. The details of the particle swarm method (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995) in the continuous 
parameter space are available in Bank et al. (2008) and Mishra (2010a). Discrete problems can well be 
optimized in continuous space through a suitable mapping of the problem space to the potential 
solutions generated by the particle swarm method. Parsopoulos & Vrahatis (2006) applied the Smallest 
Position Value (SPV) mapping mechanism (Tasgetiren et al., 2004) for solving the discrete optimization 
problem. In the SPV scheme the schedule is produced by placing the index of the lowest valued particle 
component as the first item, the next lowest as the second and so on in that order. For example, a given 
particle having the coordinate position (5.16, 3.15, 1.28, 2.17) would represent the potential schedule 
(3, 4, 2, 1). This potential schedule would then be submitted to the objective function for an assessment 
of its fitness (Bank et al., 2008).  We have used the SPV method in this paper. This scheme will normally 
generate the schedule that will represent a non-degenerate coded permutation, since it is very unlikely 
that any two random numbers generated in the continuous parameter space will be equal. However, 
any two (or more) potential schedules generated by this method may be identical. To avoid this, 
embedding of the taboo search method in the particle swarm optimization algorithm is warranted. 
However, such an attempt has not been made presently and it is left to be pursued in the future 
research.  
  
VI. The Test Data: Using the Human Development Report of UNDP, 2004 data and the additional 
information on the measures of inequality, Sarker et al. (2007), argued that Human Development Index 
(HDI) should include income equality measures (EQ) also in addition to the three conventional 
measures, viz.  life expectancy (LE), education (ED) and per capita gross domestic product at the 
purchasing power parity with the US $  (PCI). The data are reproduced in Mishra (2012). We use these 
data/variables (LE, ED, PCI and EQ) to construct Pena’s synthetic indicators. 
 
By a complete enumeration of all 24 permutations (of 4 constituent variables) it has been found that the 
permutation (EQ, LE, ED, PCI) indexed as (4, 1, 2, 3) has the minimal absolute correlation, min(| ( , ) |)jr Z x
4 
 
= 0.7515, which is maximal for all possible 24 permutations (Mishra, 2012). A successful search by the 
discrete particle swarm method should obtain this. 
 
VII. The Findings: The discrete particle swarm successfully finds the permutation (4, 1, 2, 3) and the 
max( min(| ( , ) |)jr Z x ) = 0.7515.  It tallies perfectly with the value obtained through complete 
enumeration. 
 
VIII. Experiments with Some Artificial Data (X of Larger Dimensions): Combinatorial optimization in 
discrete parameter space is extremely time-consuming. To gauge into the prospects of using the 
discrete particle swarm optimization method for the problem at hand (identifying the heuristically best 
Pena’s synthetic indicators), we have tested the method for X of 12 and 25 dimensions, i.e. X(125,12) 
and X(125, 25) and noted the time needed to obtain the solutions. The specification of the computer is 
Intel Core 2 Duo E4600 @ 2.4 GHz, which, by to-day’s standard, is a slow machine. The program 
(available on request to the author) is written in FORTRAN-77 (compiled by Force3.0 compiler). Data (X) 
used for this purpose are arbitrarily generated. Our objective is not interpretation, but estimation of 
time required for finding the optimal (or near-optimal) solution. The results are presented in Table-1.   
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Table-1. Dimension of the Problem and Time taken for Solution 
[Machine: Intel Core 2 Duo E4600 @ 2.4 GHz] 
Sl. No of run No. of cases (n) No. of Variables (m) Time Taken Remarks 
1 125 4 0.5 minute 1 (benchmark) 
2 125 12 6 minutes 12 times 
3 125 25 18 minutes 36 times 
 
 
 
 
IX. Concluding Remarks: By way of conclusion we note the following: 
 
• The otherwise unmanageable problem of finding the best (or near-best) synthetic indicators by 
Pena’s method is made manageable by the discrete particle swarm method of global 
optimization. The time required for solution does not increase exponentially with the size of the 
problem. 
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• The taboo search method may be embedded into the particle swarm method (or it may be used 
directly) to make the optimization procedure more time-efficient. However, it requires 
experimentations with the taboo search method. 
• The results obtained by the particle swarm method (or other methods of global optimization) 
may not be optimal, but only near-optimal, since these methods have a tendency to be caught 
into the local optimum trap. Several runs or fine-tuning of the optimization parameters may be 
required. 
• Faster computing machines may greatly reduce the time required for computation. 
• The global optimization methods are almost always amenable to parallel or multi-thread 
computing. This facility may be of a great relevance for solving the large-scale problems. 
• The method is also amenable to changes in the norm used as a criterion of optimization.  
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